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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let G be a group and let n be an integer greater than 1. An n-tuple 
(x 1, . . . . x,) of elements of G is said to be rewriteable if there is a nontrivial 
permutation cs in the symmetric group Sym(n) such that 
Xl “‘x,=x,(,) “‘X0(,). 
A subset {xi, . . . x,] of n elements of G is said to be rewriteable (indepen- 
dent of ordering) if there exist distinct permutations r~ and r in Sym(n) 
such that 
Xg(l) . . ‘X0(n) = XT(l) . . . Xr(n). 
A group G is said to be totally n-rewriteable (where n > l), or to have the 
property 
if every n-tuple (x,, .. . . x,) of n elements of G is rewriteable. W  shall be 
principally concerned with the more general property of n-rewriteability. A 
group G is called n-rewriteable (where n > l), or has the property 
Q, 
if every subset {xi, . . . . x,} of n elements of G is rewriteable. 
The properties P, and Q2 are commutativity, while P,, P,, etc. and Q3, 
Q4, etc. are successively weaker properties. In addition, for each n > 1, 
every P,-group is a Q,-group. Finally, a group is said to be totally 
rewriteable, orto have the property 
P 
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if it has the property P,, for some n > 1; likewise, a group is Pet0+reab!e. OT 
has the property 
Q 
if it is n-rewriteable forsome n > I. Of course, every P-group is a -group. 
The property P was first introduced in [6] in the context of semigroups, 
while the study of totally rewriteable groups was initiated in [2J. A comih- 
plete classification of P-groups was given in [3]; namely that a group is 
totally rewriteable if and only if it is finite-by-abelian-by-fimte. Subsequen- 
tly, it has been shown that every totally 4-rewriteable group is metabehan 
[ 1, 41. Hitherto the class of rewriteable groups has not been studied. The 
main object of this paper is to give a complete classi~cat~o~ of al! srach 
groups. 
THEOREM. A group G has the property’ Q if and 5Sy f i: is finite-b;v- 
abelian-bl~-J‘inite, tha  is, there is a normai subgroup N qj’jkite ir;de.x sti:;lr 
that N’ is jkite. 
This has the following corollary. 
COROLLARY. The classes of totally rewriteable ai& re:witeabie gxmps 
coincide. 
The proof of the necessity ofthe condition in the Theorem is considered 
in two main steps. The first step (Sect. 3) is to show that if a group is 
rewriteable, then its FC-center has finite index. It then suftices to prove that 
every rewriteable K-group is finite-by-abelian (Sect. 4). Sufkiency is a 
consequence of two elementary results presented in Section 2. 
In light of the corollary tothe Theorem. it is of interest toshow that the 
classes of P,,-groups and Q,-groups do not coincide when n B 2. 
PROPOSITEN 2.10. For each n 3 3, there is a group G,, of order 
(Zin- 1 ).j,, having the property Q,, but not the property P,,, irhere I,: =
[log,(rz! )I. 
In the final section we discuss Sylow subgroups of rewriteable groups. 
~ROPOSITlON. For each n 3 3, there exists CI constant ~5,~ such that $f c is 
n-rewriteabie and has a nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup, thef: ,v d L,. 
When n = 3 and n = 4, the best possible values for L, are obtained. 
Applications ofthe Theorem to semisimple rewriteable groups and to 
4-rewriteable groups are the subject of study in a subsequent paper. 
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2. ELEMENTARY RESULTS 
Every nonabelian group has order at least 6; it is easy to give a similar 
lower bound for the order of a group which is not n-rewriteable. 
PROPOSITION 2.1. Let G be a finite group which is not n-rewriteable. 
Then the order of G is at least 12(G)/ +n!. 
Proof: There is a subset {x1, . . . . x,~} of n elements of G such that for the 
n! distinct hoices of CJ in Sym(n), the products x0(,, .. . x0(,,) are all distinct. 
Suppose that for some p E Sym(n) the product x,(, ...x~(,~) is anelement of 
the center of G. Then, in particular, 
XP(l) .(xp(I) “‘-Yp(rz) )=(.yp(L, “.I~P(N))xp(l). 
After cancelling xp( i, , we obtain a contradiction t  the nonrewriteability of 
{xl, . . . . x,}. Th ere ore f no product of the form x,,,, .,.x,(,,, o~Sym(n), is 
in Z(G). This completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let G be a finite group of order at most n!. Then G is 
n-rewriteable. 
Some simple but important examples follow immediately. For each n > 3, 
the symmetric group on n letters, Sym(n), is n-rewriteable, butis not 
(n - 1)-rewriteable, as the nonrewriteable subset { (1, 2), (1, 3), .. . . (1, n)} 
shows. Thus the class of Q,z-groups is properly contained in the class of 
Q n + i-groups for each n B 2. For each n > 4, the alternating group on n 
letters, Ah(n), is n-rewriteable, but is not (n - 2)-rewriteable, as is 
demonstrated by the nonrewriteable subset (( 1, 2, 3), (1, 2,4), .. . . (1, 2, n)}. 
The question of whether Alt(n) has the property Q,- 1 or not for general n 
is open; Alt(4) is 3-rewriteable y (2.4), but Alt(5) is not 4-rewriteable, as 
is shown by the subset {(1, 2, 3), (1, 2,4), (2, 3)(4, 5), (1, 3)(2, 5)). 
The rewriting properties ofa group are strongly influenced by those of 
subgroups with finite index. 
PROPOSITION 2.3. Let H be a subgroup of finite index m in the group G. 
Suppose that H has the property Q,. Then G has the property Q,,. 
ProoJ: Let n = mr and let x,, . . . x,, be n elements of G. Since 
IG : HI =m, there exist r+ 1 integers i,, iz, . . . . i,, 1 such that 0 d i, < 
i, < ... <ir-+l <n and 
x, . ..xi.H=x, . ..x.H= ... =x1 . ..xi.+,H. 
(If i, = 0. then the first of these cosets is H. ) The r elements 11, = 
Xi/+ I "'-xi,+,, j= 1, 2, . . . . r, belong to H and therefore there are 
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permutations a i 7 in Sym(n) such that ~,,r, ~. ii,,;,: = u,,!~ . . s:,,~;. 
Consequently, 
-y I“‘si,u,,I, .‘. uriir)dyir+l+l "'-'H 
= xi "'xi,lf:,l) "'zl~,r,li,~,+l “'X,,, 
which shows that G has the property Q,,. 
It follows that a finite extension of a rewriteable group 2 alsc 
rewriteable. 
A group with finite derived subgroup is rewriteabie, as the next resuh 
shows. 
PROPOSITION 2.4. Suppose that G is a group, which km derirled subguo~;p 
6’ of order /ess than n!. Then G has the propert) 
ProqT Let 3-l) .. . . x,, be F! elements of G. For each o E Sym(n), we have 
.a- oil, “‘A,,,;) =x1 “‘I,,C,, where c, E G’. Since /G’/ CH!, we conclude that 
c, = c; for some pair of permutations c f ‘I in Sym(n). Then 
.Ya,]  .. Y,(,,, = -yT( I ). . . -~;,,z,. that is, the subset {.x1 ~...5 :r,l is rewriteabie. 
Strict inequality is required in (2.4): consider the dihedral group cf 
order 8. which has derived subgroup of order 2. 
COROLLARY 2.5. Ler the group G have a vlonnai .rubgrolip N stich tiler 
G!iL’ and iv are @te b!*ith orders I and m respectioe(~~. Thehen G has :.he 
property. N, n>here n = ki and k is the smaliesl integer rrch that k! > ~1. 
This follows at once from (2.3 )and (2.4 ). The sufkiency of the condition 
in the Theorem is now immediate. 
The identical result o (2.3) and a result similar to (3.4) but with weak 
bound, both hold for totally rewriteable groups [3j. 
The presence of a sufficient umber of commuting norabehan subgroups 
whose derived subgroups intersect trivially pairwise affects the 
rewriteability of a group. The following result is essential inthe proof of the 
necessity of the condition in the Theorem. 
hoPo§ITIoN 2.6. Let G = G, Gz . . . G,x be a prodrrct of mnabeiiaii sub- 
groups such that 
and [G,, G.;] = 1 &renezier i# j. [f G is rr-rewriteable, then m < (;). 
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ProoJ: Suppose that m 3 (;); then for the contradiction argument we 
may assume that 171 = (‘;). Reindex the subgroups Gi with double subscripts, 
so that 
n-l n 11-l n 
G = n n G/q, G’= Dr Dr GLj 
k=l j=k+l 
k=lj=k+l 
and [Gki, G,.,] = 1 whenever (k, j) # (r, s). Choose noncommuting elements 
gkj and h, in each G, and select the elements x,, . . . x,, in G to be 
Xl = g1, g13 g14 . ‘. 81nt 
~2 =hug,,g24 ...gz,,, 
-‘c3 = h,,hz3 g,, . g3,,, 
and 
x,, =hlnh2,,h3,, . ..h.,pl.,. 
Consider the commutator [x,, x,] for q < I. Using commutator relations, 
we split [x,, .x[] into a product of commutators of the gkj and h, and their 
conjugates. Since [Gkj, G,,] = 1 whenever (k, j) # (Y, s), we conclude that 
I+ 
x,] = [gyl, h,,], which is a nontrivial e ement of Gk,. If q > I, then 
xc,, x,] = [x!, xq] -’ is a nontrivial e ement of Giq. 
Since G is n-rewriteable, there xist permutations a#~ in Sym(n) such 
that 
-yY,(I, “‘,~,(?I) =-r,(l) “‘-‘cT(,1. (2.7) 
Using commutator identities, we rearrange the right side of (2.7) to display 
the xi in the same order as on the left side, with the product of the xi at the 
left of the expression. Noting that [.xk, ,Y~]+ = [x,, ,yj] whenever I $ {j, k}, 
we obtain 
X,(I) “‘Jo, =-x,7(1) “‘~~,(,,j Fi Lx-k, dyjl, (2.8) 
where the product is taken over the pairs (j, k) for which xkxj is replaced 
by .xjxk[Xk, x ] during the rearrangement. Since a particular pair .yj and xk 
need only be interchanged atmost once during the rearrangement (and we 
assume that such a strategy isadopted), if [x,, -xj] appears in the product 
in (2.8), itappears only once and [x,, xk] does not appear. Therefore there 
is at most one nontrivial e ement of each GLj in the product, which is taken 
over at least one pair (j, k). It follows that the product 
n [xkv xjl 
j.k 
is nontrivial. This contradicts (2.8) and we therefore conclude that m < (‘1). 
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Proposition 2.6 easily extends to the property 
COROLLARY 2.9. Lei G=n,.,, G,. be al: injkite prodxr of nonrrbelim 
subgroups such hat G’ = Dr, t .,, CL and [C,. G,,] = 1 ivhenecer 3. f ;i~ The.x 
G is uot ret;*riteabie. 
Since we shall prove that the classes of totally rewriteable and 
rewriteable groups coincide, it is natural to inquire wherher the classes of 
totally n-rewriteable and n-rewriteable groups also coincide for each n > 2. 
Proqf: Let G,, = (S)K (a), where /ai =ZJn- 1, 1.~1 =j,, =the exponent 
of 2 (module 2”- l), and ax = a?. By direct cakuiation, Gi, z (a>. It 
follows by (2.4) that G,, is n-rewriteable. 
For ~13 6 we provide a generic example of a nontotally rewriteable 
n-tuple. Consider the n-fold product xa” - ’ . .~a” ’ . . . XG x. A rtxxde::- 
ing of this product has the form 
where (it, .. . . i,,) is an arrangement chosen from 10, 1, . . . . IZ - 1 i. The 
maximum value of i, 2” - ’ + i2Zm ~’ + + i, is 
(n-1)2”-‘+(n-2)2”~‘+ . . +I ~2+O-I=bn-2)%“+2 
while the minimum value is 
(j.2”-‘+1.2”-2+ . ..+(n-2)2’+li?-i)20=2”-jn+i). 
Other choices of (i,, iz, . . . . i,) yield strictly intermediate values. The 
maximum sum (modulo 2 jfi - 1) is unique among al% such sums (moduto 
2.” - P ) provided that 
maximum sum < minimum su.m $ (2’J7 - % ), 
that is, 
(n-33!2”+(n+3)<P-i 
This inequality holds for n >6. Hence the r;-tupie (.xa”-I. xa”P”, ..~: xc, ::j 
is not rewriteable and so G, is not totally n-rewriteable. 
The group G, is isomorphic to Sym(3), and since the product 
(1, 2, 3). (2, 3) (1, 3, 2 j of three elements of Sym(3) cannot be rewritten it 
follows that G, is not totally 3-rewriteable. Finally, the products 
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a3 . xu2 .a’ . x of four elements of G, and a2 . ~7’~ . a x . a3 of five lements 
of G, cannot be rewritten (these products were located by computer 
search). 
The proof of (2.10) is easily extended to prove the following result. 
FROPOSIT~~N 2.11. Let r 3 1. For n 2 5 .4’~ I + 3, there is a group of 
order (2jn- 1) j, having the property Q, but not the property P,,,, where 
j, = Uog2(n!)l. 
Hence for r < 1 + log,((n - 3)/5) the class of n-rewriteable groups is not 
contained in the class of totally m-rewriteable groups. 
3. THE FC-CENTER 
We now begin the proof of the necessity ofthe Theorem by establishing 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Suppose that the group G has the property Q,z and 
suppose that F is the FC-center of G. Then the index of F in G is finite; in 
fact, IG : FI 6 g(n - 1 j g(n!(n! - l)), where g(r) = 1 + r + r(r - 1) + . . . + r!. 
ProoJ: Assume that G # F. For each positive integer tz, we consider 
In-tuples (x,, .Y?, ... . x,) of elements of G for which the corresponding sub- 
set (x, , x2, . . . . X, , 1. is not rewriteable if m 3 2, and which satisfy 
xi, . . . xi, $ F (3.2) 
for all arrangements (i,, .. . . i,) chosen from { 1, . . . . m), 1 <r 6 m. Such 
tuples exist: for example, (x,) for any X, $ F. Let (x,, .. . . xM) be a fixed 
such tuple of maximal length. Note that Md n - 1. Let S be the set 
{(-r,, . ..xj~)-‘l(i.,...,j,) is an arrangement chosen from { 1, . . . . n4}, 
l<s<M}u (11. 
For each pair of permutations CJ# 5 of Sym(M + 1 ), let r = g ~ ‘(M + 1) 
and s=r-‘(M+ l), and define 
40, ~1 
I 
t-x arCI “‘X,(h4+1) )i-x c(s+Ij “‘*~,(M+l) )-’ if r#M+l,s#M+l 
= i.+s+Ij ...~~+~~)-l if r=M+l,s#M+l 
X o(r+l) . ..~~.l,w+I) if r#M+l,s=M+l 
1 if r=M+l,s=M+l 
and 
i 
b g(1) . ..x ,+1,)-1 (-y,(,, ...x,(,-~J if r#l,s#l 
e(a, r) = -y,(I) 
.“X,(,_I, if r=l,s#l 
(X CT(l) “‘X,+1) I-’ if r#l,s=l 
1 if r=l,s=l. 
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For the sake of brevity we shall express d(a, T) and e(~, r) m the first form 
(that is, for I’ # M + 1 and s # M $ 1, and for !’ # 1 and s i I, res 
and ignore the first orsecond factor when Y = M+ 1 or s = M+ I, or when 
f = 1 or s = 1. respectively:For a E 6, note that 
is equivalent toad(o, r)a-’ = e(o, 7). 
Let 9 be the set of all sequences of distinct pairs (6, e) of permutatimcs 
cr # T in Sym(M + 1 ), together with the sequence ( ) of length zero; each 
sequence has length at most 
f:I=(M+l)! [(M-+1)!-I]. 
If s E .Y, then let G(s) be the length of the sequence 5. let s( if be the ith 
term of s, and let sP be the subsequence (~(1)~ ...5 s(6(s) - 1)) of s when 
t(s)> 1, and ( ) when t(s) = 1. Corresponding to each sequence 
s = ((o,, T, 1, ...) (a,, fk)j in ;4p we define a sequence t(s) such that either 
t(s) = i ) 5~ t(s) = (a,(s), . ..) a,(s)), where 
nJs) d(a,, 5;) a;(s) - l = f?(Gi, Ti) for Idi</?, 
and a,(s) = a,(s) for 1 Q id k- 1, when dr 3 1. The elements of ;5- =
(t(s) I sE Y) are constructed inorder of increasing length of s. For s = ( ). 
define t(s) to be ( ). Let s= ((pi. 5,)) for 0; f r1 in Sym(M+ 1). If there is 
an element aE G such that ad( G, , T i ) a ~~ i= e( (T i, ‘r ;), then choose one suzb 
element and all it al(s). In this case, define t(s) to be (a:(s)). If there is no 
such element OE G, then define t(s) to be ( ). Suppose that t(s) has been 
defined for all sequences s E Y of length at most k - 1? where k 3 2. Let s = 
((51, -cl), . . ..(o,, tk)) be a sequence in .40 of length k, where k<S,. Since 
the sequence s E Y has length k - 1, the sequence t(s ~) has been defined. 
If t(s)= ( ), then define t(s) to be ( ) also. Suppose that t(s-)+ ( ), Ii 
there xists an element aE G such that ad(e,, .~~:)a-’ = ~(a,, tX.) and 
then choose one such element, call it-a,(s) and define t(s) to be (G~(s- ), ,..* 
ck ~ ,(s ~). ak(S j). If no such a E G exists, then define t(s) to be ( ). T
Y has now been defined inductively. 
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For each s E Y for which t(s) # ( ), let 
/(t(S)) 
u(s) = n a,(s). 
i= I 
Let u(s) = 1 when t(s) = ( ). Let 
T= u u(s)S. 
s E 9 
Suppose that G # TF. We shall show that this leads to a contradiction. 
Let 
V= TFv u TC,(xj, .-xi,), 
(il...-,ik) 
where (j,, ... . jk) ranges over all arrangements chosen from { 1, . . . . M}, 
1 dk<M. 
Suppose that G = V. By (3.2) each C,(xj, .. . xJk) has infinite index in G. 
Since G = V is a finite union, by a well known theorem of B. H. Neumann 
[.5], we may discard those cosets of infinite index. In other words, G = TF, 
which is a contradiction. Consequently, G # V. 
We now construct a sequence (g,, g,, g,, . ..) of elements of G which has 
associated with it a sequence (so, sI, s,, . ..) of elements of Y, such that 
where 
go = 4Sk 1 g, for k=O, 1, 2, . . . . (3.3) 
gkpl cl(ok, sk)g2, =e(fl,, rk) for k= 1, 2, . . . . 
gk E 6 cG(d(o,~ T,)) for k= 1 7 > -, . . . . 
L’ =I 
gk &SF for k=O, 1,2, .. . . 
so=( ) and sk = (ta,, T,)> . . . . (Ok, Sk)) for k = 1, 2, . . . . 
and 
Sk: =s&I for k= 1, 2, . . . . 
Choose an element go E G\V and let so = ( ). The element go and sequence 
s,, satisfy (3.3) for k =O. Suppose that the first k terms of the sequences 
(g,, g,, . ..) and (so, sir .~.) have been defined and they satisfy (3.3) for 
k = 0, . . . . k - 1. Let xM + 1 = gk-, and consider the (A4 + l)-tuple 
t-x ,, . . . . -Y,+,, s+ + ,). Either (x,, . . . . s,~, xM+ ,} is rewriteable or 
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(l-1, .~.) .Y.\fr -Qf+, ) does not satisfy (3.2). Suppose that (3.2) is not satisfied, 
that is, there is an arrangement (il, ...I) i, chosen from (I, ~.., Mt I;, 
I 6 r d M+ I, such that xi, . . . xi, E F. Some iI. 1 <J d Y, must be MC j 
ThUS 
xi, . . s; _ 1 I g~plxi,+, . ..X.EF. 
Muhipiying by elements of S, we conclude that g,- i E SF, which is a 
contradiction. Itfollows that the set (.x1: ...r sM. ,Y,~*, ,)is rewriteable. that 
is, there are permutations ok # tk in Sym(M + 1) such that 
Unless (ok, sk) = (a,, rj) for some 1 < j < k - 1, we continue by defining , 
and sk. Since 
k-i 
gk-, E n wb,, T,)) whenever k > 1, 
r=l 
we have already defined t(sk) of nonzero length in T corresponding to 
Sk = ita,, z,), ..,, ((Tk, Tk)) in Y. In fact, we aye t(s,) = (Q,(Q), .. . . ak(s~~),ji 
where 
Uj(Sk) = Uj(S& 1) for 16i<X- 1, 
Uk(Sk) d(o,, Sk) uk(sx-)-! =e(o?., Tk) 
and 
k-l 
akh) E n ~,(dh, d) whenever k > 1. 
r=, 
It follows that g,- 1 = uk(sk) g,, where g, E C,(d(a,, I-~~))~ Moreover, s&x 
both g,- I and ak(sk) are elements of 
k-l 
[fil C,(d(a,,, T,)) whenever k B I, 
we have that 
g, E h C,(d(a,. T,)). 
c = I 
Therefore, 
g,=4sk-,)gk-l 
=al(§k--lj...Qk~l(Sk-,)a,(S,)g, 
=ul(Sk)...u&.)gk 
= LI(Sk) g,. 
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Finally, should g, ESF. then g, E u(s$)SF, which contradicts go4 I;. The 
sequences (g,, g, , . . . ) and (so, sLr . ..) have now been defined inductively. 
Construction of the sequences (go, g,, . ..) and (s,,, sl, . ..) halts when 
(Cj, Tj) = (Q,“, r&v) for some j, N with j< N; this occurs for some N B 
f,+< + 1. To simplify the notation, we write CJ and 7 in place of @A’ and rN, 
and let r=a-‘(M+ 1) and s=r-‘(M+ 1). By definition, d(o,, ~~)=d(o, z) 
and e(cj, T,) = e(c, T). Furthermore, 
N-1 
glv- I E n cGkk7 rLd. 
v=l 
In particular, g,-, d(a, 5) gii L = d( 0, t). Since g,-, ~!(a, t)g;L, =e(o, t) 
by construction, we conclude that d( c, t) = e(a, t). Expressed in detail, we
have 
-yoir + 1) “.~~,(M+l) (*x I(Sfl) “‘-~r(M+I) )-’ 
= (X CT(l) “‘-Q-l). )rl.G(l) ‘.‘X,(,-I). (3.4) 
We may assume that r <s. From (3.4) we obtain 
X,(,) . ..x u(r-l)*~dr+I) . ..-~.(M+I) =x,(I) ~“~~*(s-IpT(,+I) “‘ex,c.M+l). 
If M >, 2, this expression isa rewriting of(x,, . . . . x,,,~} and so it follows that 
(a(l), . ..) a(r- l), o(r+ l), .. . o(M+l))=(s(l) )...) r(s-1), t(s+l) )...) 
T(M + 1)). Therefore r # s, for if Y = s, then o = r. If M = 1, then we must 
have Y= 1 and s=2, corresponding tog= (1,2) and T= 1. Using r<s, we 
have o(e)=r(/) for ldedr-1 and for s+l<d<M+l. We can now 
simplify n(o, T): 
407 ~)=%r+l) .‘.x,(s)-‘ids+l) ...x,(,M+I)(x,(,+I) ...x.o(‘i4+1)r1 
=.X o(r+ll “‘-~a,)- 
Since g,V-, centralizes d(o, r) and g, = u(sN- 1) g,- 1, it now follows that 
go E 4siv- I) CG(-%(r + 1) . . . X0(S) .) But this contradicts go $ V and therefore 
we conclude that G = TF. 
It remains to do some counting. Since Md n - 1, 
IS\<l+M+M(M-1)+ ... +M! 
d 1 +(n- 1)+(n- l)(n-2)+ ... +(n- l)!. 
The number of distinct products u(s), SE Y is at most the number of 
distinct t(s)EY, which is at most 
l+f*, +fAAfu -I)+ ... +fh4!. 
Since I TI d 1 {u(s) 1s E Y} ( ISI, the proof is complete. 
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The classification f finitely generated rewriteabie groups is 2 
straightforward consequence of (3.1 j. 
COROLLARY 3.5. A finitely generated gmcp hns :!ZP propcrt~ 
cm/?; if it is abeiian-by-finite. 
4. STRUCTURE 0~ KEWRITEABLE K-GROUPS 
The iast step in the proof of the Theorem is to consider rewriteabk 
K-groups. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Suppose that G is a reivriieable FC-gvo~qx Then G 5 
filllte-by,-abelicm2. 
In addition to standard elementary K-group results [8j5 we require the 
following easily proved facts. 
LEMMA 4.2. Suppose that G is an abelian-bJ*-,fkite KY-group. Thm G !s 
jkite-b,::-abeliarl. 
GOROLLARV 4.3. Suppose that G is a f&ire-b - ~7abel~a~l-b~,-~~~r71t~ 
K-group. Then G is firzite-by-abeliar?, 
A preliminary step in the proof of (4.1) is presented in the fo!lowkg 
lemma. 
kmdi-dh 4.4. Suppose that G is a rewriteable tomion K-group n.hich 
nilpotent qf class 2. Thelerr G’ has finite xponent. 
Proof: Assume that G is rz-rewriteable but no? (n - I )-rewriteable for 
some II> 2. Let {x,. . . . . x,-, , 1 be a nonrewriteable subset of elements of S. 
Set X to be the finite subgroup (x,, . . . . .x,_ 1 jc~ Since G is EC, the 
centralizer C,(.v,) has finite index in G for i = 1, . . . . n - 1. Let 
n-1 
N= r\ C,(si). 
r= L 
N is normal and has finite index s, say, in 6, and [NV x,] = 1 for each 
i= 1 , . . . . n - 1. Let u, b be two elements of N. Define the elements .I’,, .~.’ y,; 
of G by pi = sia for i = 1, . . . . n - 1, and ~1~ = 6. There are permutations o L;ii- T 
in Sym(n) such that 
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Let i = 0 I’ and j= 5 -l(~r), and assume that id j. Expressing (4.5) in 
terms of the si, a, and b, and shifting each a and b to the right end of each 
expression, we obtain 
-‘I,( ) “‘Xc71i--11?Ccr(i+l) “‘xo(tzja i- ‘bun-’ 
=-y,(l) “‘x,(.,-I,~‘cr(,+l) “‘-y,(,,)Q 
i- ‘ban-j. 
If i= j, then we obtain a contradiction to the nonrewriteability of 
(XI, ..., -y,,-1 }.Hence i < j and therefore 
ai- ‘ban ~i = & ‘bun pi (modulo A’). 
Since G is nilpotent ofclass 2, we conclude that [b, &‘] = [b, u]‘~‘E X. 
Now 1 <i< j< n implies that 1< j- idn - 1, and therefore we have 
shown that for every pair a and b in N, [b, u]‘~~“! EX. Since X is finite 
and 1 G : N( = s, it follows that for each pair g, h E G, 
Therefore, since G’ is abelian, G’has finite exponent at most s’(n - l)! 1x1. 
Proof of (4.1). We assume that G is an rz-rewriteable K-group. The 
proof proceeds through several special cases. 
(i) Case. G is residually finite and torsion. Suppose to the contrary that 
G is not finite-by-abelian. Thus G is also not abelian-by-finite. We con- 
struct a sequence of finite nonabelian subgroups Gi, G,, . . . such that 
(G,,G2,...)=G1 xG, x . . . . Let g, and g, be noncommuting elements of 
G and define G, to be ( g, , g, )‘. The subgroup G, is a nonabelian finite 
normal subgroup. Suppose that the finite nonabelian subgroups G,, . . . G, 
have been defined, with (Gi,...,G,)=Gi x ... xG,. Let C= 
C,((G,, . . . . G,)‘). Since (G,, . . . G,)” is finite, IG: Cl is finite. By residual 
finiteness, there is a normal subgroup H of G of finite index with 
(G,, . . . . G,) n H= 1. Then Hn C has finite index in G and so it is not 
abelian. We can therefore find a finite nonabelian subgroup G, + i of H n C. 
It follows that (G,, . . . . G,,+, )= G, x ... xG,,+ i. This construction is con- 
tinued ad infinitum toproduce an infinite direct product K= G, x G, x ... 
which is a subgroup of G. By (2.9), K is not rewriteable, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore G is finite-by-abelian. 
(ii) Case. G is a p-group which has elementary abelian derived sub- 
group. Suppose again that G is not finite-by-abelian and therefore also not 
abelian-by-finite. It follows that G’ is an infinite elementary abelian 
p-group. We construct a sequence of finite nonabelian subgroups Gi, Gz, . . 
such that [Gi, G,] = 1 whenever i#j and (G,, G,, . ..)‘=G’. xG; x . . . . 
Choose a nontrivial e ement h, = [all, b,,] . . . [a,,, b,,] in G’, where each 
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[nii3 bii] is nontrivial. Let c1 = [a,,,b,,] and define the nonabeliaz 
p-group G, to be (a,,, b, l ). The subgroup G! is finite, since it is a finitely 
generated nilpotent orsion group. Suppose novv that t e finite nonabelian 
subgroups G,, ...r G,, have been defined, with [G:, Gi] = I whenever i+j 
and (G ,,.... G,,)‘=~;x . . . xG:,. Let 
i=l 
N has finite index in G and therefore I-i s not abelian. Suppose that H is 
finite-by-abelian. Si ce G is nilpotent of class 2. H is normal in 6, and thus 
G is finite-by-abelian-by-finite. By (4 31, G is finite-by-abeiian, which is a 
contradiction. Therefore H’ is an infinite elementary abelian p-group. We 
can choose an element h E H’ which is no1 in G; x . x G;,. Thus 1: =
[u,) b,] ... [or, b,] is a product of nontrivial commutators with CI;, Sj E H 
and at least one commutator [ai, b;] not in G; x . . . x 6:;. Choose one 
such commutator [a,, h,]: since G’ is elementary abelian, ([a,, 4;]) n 
(Gix . . . xG1,)=l.Letc,+,=[uj.~~,]andd e ine t the finite nonabelian sub- 
of H to be (a,, b.i). It follows t at [G,,,r, Gil= 1 for i= 
l.....n.and (G ,,... YG,,+,)‘=(ci)x ‘.. x(c,,+,) = C;x .._ xG,;+~.W~ 
continue this construction to produce an infinite product K= 6, G, jI of 
nonabelian subgroups such that CC,. G,] = 1 whenever if j. In addition, 
K’ = 6, 95;. 
i= I 
By (2.9). K is not rewriteable, which is a contradiction, Therefore G is 
finite-by-abelian. 
(iii ) Case. G is nilpotent of class 2 and torsion. G is the direct product of 
its maximal p-subgroups GP. Since. by (4.4), 
has finite xponent e, say, it now follows that if p does not divide P, then 
Gb = 1. Suppose now that G’ is not finite. Then some Gb is an inlinire 
abelian p-group of finite exponent. By the structure theorem of Kulikov for 
abelian p-groups [7], CL is an infinite direct product of cyclic p-groups. Let 
GF = Gp.i(GblP. On the one hand, 
(G,)’ = G;/(fG;)” n G;b 
= G;i(G;lP 
is an elementary abelian p-group of infinite order. On the other hand? since 
c, is a p-group with (G,)’ elementary abelian, it follows from (ii) that G,C is 
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finite-by-abelian. This contradicts he fact hat (G,)’ is infinite. Therefore 
each Gj, is finite and we conclude that G’ is also finite, that is, G is finite-by- 
abelian. 
(iv) Case. G is torsion. The group G = G/Z(G) is residually finite [S] 
and thus by (i) it is finite-by-abelian. Therefore there is a finite normal - -. 
subgroup R of G such that G/H is abelian. Using residual finiteness, let 
where each flz is a normal subgroup of G of finite index not containing 2.
m is normal and has finite index in G and meets R trivially. From --- -- 
Rn 8= 1 we obtain NE NH/H < G/H and therefore flis abelian. There is 
a normal subgroup N of G such that m= N/Z(G). Since Z(N) 2 Z(G), it 
follows that N/Z(N) is abelian and thus that N is nilpotent ofclass at most 
2. By (iii), N is finite-by-abelian and therefore G is linite-by-abelian-by- 
finite. Finally, by (4.3), G is finite-by-abelian. 
(v) The Final Step. G is a general rewriteable F -group. The group 
G/Z(G) is torsion [S] and thus using Zorn’s Lemma we can find a 
maximal torsion-free subgroup H of Z(G). Then H is normal in G and 
Z(G)/H is a torsion group. Therefore G/H is a torsion group, and so, by 
(iv), it is finite-by-abelian; th t is, (G/H)’ is finite. Since G’ is torsion [S], 
(G/H)’ = G’/(G’ n H) = G’. 
Therefore G is finite-by-abelian, and the proof is complete. 
5. SYLOW STRUCTURE OF REWRITEABLE GROUPS 
An n-rewriteable group can have a nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup for 
only a restricted s tof primes p. 
PROPOSITION 5.1. Suppose that G is a 3-rewriteable group which has a 
nonabelian Sylow p-subgroup P. Then p E (2, 3, 5 }. 
ProojI Choose elements x and y in P so that (x, y) is nilpotent ofclass 
2. Let c= [y, x]; then c is a nontrivial e ement of Z( (x, y)). Consider the 
subset (q, my’, xy”} of elements of (x, y). The six possible products of 
these three lements are x3y7c4, x3y7c6, x3y7c5, x3y7c8, x3y7cg, and x3y7c1’. 
Since G is 3-rewriteable, ck = 1 for some k < 6, and therefore p < 6. 
If G, is a nonabelian group of order p3, then IGb 1 = p and so G, is 
n-rewriteable if p < n!. Hence for p < 5, the group G, is 3-rewriteable, which 
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shows that (5.1) gives the. best possible bound for p. For JJ < 23, the group 
G, is 4-rewriteable, which shows that the bound obtained in the following 
result is also the best possible. 
PROPOSITION 5.2. Suppose that G is a 4rewdeabie group which has LE 
nonabeliun S~‘iow p-subgroup P. Then p d 23. 
Proof Identical to (5.1), but consider the subet { ~1, -KY* x3, ,Y”F’] 
The elements in (5.2) were located by computer search. The following 
general result can be obtained, although the bound given is’undoubtedly 
not very tight. 
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let n > 2. Suppose that G is an n-rewv?teable grozrp 
which has a nonabelian Sylo~* p-subgroup P. TheM 
Pd 
n”(n’-Zn-l)+n’+ 1 
(n-l)’ 
Proof. Identical to (5.1), but consider the subset 7 li” ’ , 
{*Yy, XJJ, 
xy, . ..) q f. 
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